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The amplitude fluctuations and line width in a single-mode He-Ne gas laser are calculated for all 
possible values of the field. The calculations are performed for two field shapes: for a traveling wave 
(ring laser with unidirectional generation) and a standing wave (linear laser). Part of the calculations 
pertain to the case of opposite waves in a ring laser. Equations are derived fQI' the field amplitude 
and phase taking saturation into account. The equations for standing waves differ appreciably from 
the familiar ones. The calculations also yield expressions for the intensity of the nonequilibrium 
polarization noise with allowance for dependence on the field strength. The limiting values of the 
relative amplitude fluctuations are calculated for weak and strong fields. The width of the amplitude 
fluctuation spectra for traveling and standing waves are different. This fact permits one to explain 
the experimental results. Correlation of amplitudes of opposite waves in a ring laser observed by 
Zaitsev[3 J is investigated. The dependence of the line width on power differs pronouncedly from re
sults obtained previously due to variation of intensity of polarization noise with power. The limiting 
values of the line width agree with the experimental data. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

AT the present time there exists a whole series of ex
perimental papers devoted to the investigation of the 
statistical characteristics of laser emission. Such prob
lems were even investigated in one of the first papers 
of Javan, Ballik, and Bond. [11 The results of a number 
of papers are given in the survey by Armstrong and 
Smith.[21 There are also the later papers of Za'itsev/31 

Arecchi, Rodari, and Sona/41 Za'itsev and Stepanov,[51 

and Andronova and Za'itsev. [61 

There have also been published a large number of 
theoretical papers on the calculation of the natural line 
width and amplitude fluctuations in the emission of a gas 
laser. One of the first papers on these questions is that 
of Townes and Schawlow. [71 After this appeared the 
papers of Fleck, [BJ Haken, [91 Lamb, [101 Lax, [UJ 

Risken, [l2J Bershte1n, Andronova, and Za'itsev/131 

Willis, [141 and Lamb and Scully. [151 The calculations 
carried out in these papers are valid only for the case 
of weak fields, when the coupling of the polarization 
vector with the field can be found by perturbation theory. 

We note further, that in almost all of these papers no 
distinction is drawn between the fluctuations in traveling 
and standing waves. This distinction exists and leads to 
a number of novel, interesting effects. It exists because 
the saturation process in these two cases occurs differ
ently. In addition, the equations for the amplitude and 
phase in the standing wave regime are dependent even 
in weak fields, leading to the appearance of an additional 
term in the expression for the line width, which is pro
portional to the detuning from the center of the transi
tion line. 

The width of the line emitted by a gas laser is due to 
two factors: equilibrium noise of the free resonator and 
nonequilibrium fluctuations of the polarization of the 

151 

working substance (fluctuations due to spontaneous 
emission of the atoms). 

The results of the theoretical papers on line width 
do not completely agree with each other. But they all, 
in essence, may be represented in the form of a single 
general formula, which is given in [91 : 

Ll _ (llwp) 21iw0 (- 1 1 p~>+ p~O)) 
w- 4P n+2+ 2 (O)- (o) • 

P. Pb 
(1.1) 

Here w0 is the frequency of oscillation, ~wr = wo/Q is 
the width of the resonator curve, Q is the quality factor 
of the resonator, pis the output power, n is the average 
number of photons in the equilibrium state, p~> + pb> 
is the sum of the populations of the working levels in the 
absence of a field, averaged· over the Maxwellian distri
bution, p~> - Pb> is the population difference averaged 
over the atom velocities. In zero field, it is the same as 
the threshold value (Pa- Pbhh· The first two terms, 
n + y2 ' describe the contribution given by equilibrium 
fluctuations in the free resonator, and the last is due to 
nonequilibrium fluctuations of polarization of the work
ing substance. 

The result in the form of (1.1) was given in [91 • The 
majority of papers[7- 151 consider either fluctuations in 
the resonator or fluctuations of polarization. The 
numerical coefficients in the different papers do not 
agree. 

In correspondence with the initial equations of the 
theory of the gas laser, [16- 181 two parameters, P and 
(p~> + Pb>)/(p~>- Pb>) = Z, which are determined by the 
pump, enter into (1.1). Stating the parameters p~> and 
pb> in the initial equations is equivalent to stating P 
and z. 

Analysis of the experimental data presented in [sJ 

shows that the dependence of line width on power is 
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more complicated than follows from Eq. (1.1). This is 
because in Eq. (1.1) polarization noise is taken into ac
count only in the zeroth approximation with respect to 
field. Thus, the problem arises of determining the spec
trum of polarization noise with the field dependence 
taken into account. This is one of the questions consid
ered in this paper. Besides this, we obtain an expres
sion for the limiting value of the line width at the gener
ation threshold. The numerical value of the line width 
corresponds to the experimental data ofr 4J. 

We also calculate the fluctuations of amplitude for 
all possible values of the output power. The width of the 
spectrum of amplitude fluctuations for traveling and 
standing waves turns out to be different. This may ex
plain, in particular the non-correspondence of the ex
perimental data obtained by Andronova and Zal.tsevr6 J 

with the formula they give, which is valid only for 
traveling waves or for zero detuning. We also give the 
results of a calculation of amplitude fluctuations near 
the generation threshold, where it is already impossible 
to apply the linearized equations for the fluctuations. In 
this case it is necessary to use the Fokker-Planck 
equation to calculate fluctuations and line width. Such 
calculations were made inr 9 ' 11 ' 12 ' 14 ' 15 l. These results 
are extremely interesting, but they do not suffice for 
determining the line width and relative amplitude fluc
tuations for smalil excesses over threshold. 

We also investigate the correlation of the amplitudes 
of opposite waves in a ring laser. The results obtained 
permit an explanation of the "anti-correlation" (nega
tive correlation) of the opposite waves found experimen
tally by Za'itsev. r3 J 

2. INITIAL EQUATIONS 

For the calculation of fluctuations, we shall start with 
the equations on which the semi-classical theory of the 
gas laser is based. r16- 18 l These are the equations for 
the elements of the density matrix Pa(r, v, t), Pb' Pab' 
Pba of the two working levels and the field equation. For 
our purposes, instead of the equations for the functions 
Pa' Pb> Pab> and Pba it is more convenient to use equa
tions for the functions D = Pa - Pb> R = Pa + Pb and for 
the polarization vector P(r, v, t) = en(rbaPab + rabPba)· 
We may write the equations for these functions, con
sidering we have an isotropic medium, in the form 

( _E __ + v_a + 2- YaYb_ \n + y~-=-Ya ( il_ + v~J R 
\ fJt dr Yu + Yb 1 Yu + Ya fJt or ' 

2 ( il il ) YaYb = ~-- --+v---+yab PE+2---D<ol, 
ilnwab , ot fJr Ya + Yu 

(2.1) 

( _(}·+v~+2- YaYb -)R+'I'r.-ya (!__ +v!__)n 
ot dr Ya + Yb Yu + Ya at or 

Yb - Ya 2 ( a il ) YaYb = ------ ---+v--+Yab PE+2----R<oi 
Yu + Ya ilwa,,n ot or Ya + y,, ' 

(2.2) 

[ (_a__+v_!__+Yab r +wab2 ]P= -2 e2n}~L~wabDE. 
' ot or . .)fl 

(2.3) 

Here 

D<O) = (la(O)- (l~O) ' R(O) = (l~O) + (l~) ' 

where n is the coneentration of atoms, and Ya.\ Yi)1 , Yab 
are the relaxation times of the elements of the density 
matrix. The other symbols are standard. 

We write the field equation in the form 
62E wo iiE ii2E il2 (2 4) 
--+~~-c2-= -4n-(eP)+wo2(eE)<TI; · 
i)t2 Q ot ilx2 ot2 

E(T) has its source in thermal noise, and e is a unit 
vector along the field. In the noise calculation, the func
tions D, R, and P have the form 

D=D<ii+D<"I+D<nl, R=R<il+R<01+R<nl, P=P<il+P<0 l, (2.5) 

The superscripts "i" and "n" refer to the induced and 
noise portions of the corresponding quantities. 

The calculation of the induced part of the polarization 
vector is carried out for traveling and standing waves 
with saturation taken into account. The shortened equa
tions for the amplitude and phase of the field may be 
written 

dEo= wod{f(aE02,f1){1+F(aEo2,fl)]--Q1 }Eo+coo~l(t), 
dt 2 . d -

(2.6) 

d<p wod UJo dt = - 2-·flf(aEo2, f1){1- F(aEo2, f!)] + -E~ ~2(t). (2.7) 

Here fJ. = (wo- Wab)/Yab is the detuning, 
a= e2 lrabl 2 (Ya +Yb)/6ti2 YaYbYab is the saturation 
parameter, and Q is the quality factor of the resonator. 
The pump parameter d and functions f and F turn out to 
be different depending on the operating regime of the 
laser. In the traveling wave regime, when the field E is 
given in the form E(x, t) = E 0 cos (wot- koX + cp), we have 

f = 1/2)'1 + aEo2, F = 1, 

4n2e2n j tab j2 { 11"vau2 } d = --_--D<oJ exp --- , 
3ily2nk0u 2k02u2 

~1 ,2 =- ~ ~ [e(4nP<n) + E<Tl)]sin (wot- koX + 'l'!,2 )dV. 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

Here u is the average thermal velocity, Vis the resona
tor volume, cp 1 = cp, and <P2 = cp + 1T/2. 

In the standing wave regime, for a field given in the 
form 

E(x, t)= E0cos(w0t + 'l')coskox 

= 'hEo[cos(<nol- kox +'I')+ cos(wot +kox +'I')] 

we get 

!= 2-'1{ 1- 112+ a~02 +[ (112+ 1) (fl'+ 1 + a~02 ) r r', (2.11) 

F={ (fl2+1)/( 112+1+ a~02 )f', 
d = 4rt2e2nJrabJ 2 D<•lexp{ _. 11s"rab.:_}. 

31lf2:rr kou 2k02u2 
(2.12) 

In the last equation 

2 _ {fl2 - 1 + '/•/-2 for Eo~ Ecr 
!-Is - 0 for Eo;;?: Ecr ' 

We note that in the zeroth approximation in field fJ.s = fJ.· 
As the field increases, fJ.s decreases. Equation (2.13) 
defines the critical value of the field at which fJ.s goes 
to zero. 
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Below we shall require the stationary solution of Eq. 
(2.6) in the absence of fluctuations. It is determined 
from the condition 

(2.15) 

The results given in this section were obtained with 
the assumption of an inhomogeneously broadened line, 
i.e., under the condition y ab << kou. It can be shown 
that under this condition the contribution of the second 
harmonics of the population difference in the expression 
for the polarization vector is small (of order Yab/kou). 
This gives us the basis for neglecting the contribution 
of the second harmonics. An analogous approximation is 
used also in the following. 

3. NOISE INTENSITY 

From Eqs. (2.10) and (2.14) follow expressions for 
the noise intensity for traveling and standing waves, 
respectively: 

1 
Nw = \s12)w = (s••>ro = V [((eE\TI)~)"'"' "" + (4n)"( (eP1Dl) 2)ro,. ,J, 

2 (3 .1) 

2Nro = (612 ) 00 = (£.2)ro = ~V:3[((eE\1'1) 2 )w,. ±ho + (4n) 2 ((eP1DI) 2>w., ±kJ, 
.1. 

(3.2) 

The thermal part of the noise is determined from the 
Callen- Wellton equation. In the calculation for one 
polarization 

(3.3) 

The polarization noise is not in equilibrium, and the 
determination of its intensity is in general a rather 
complex problem. Here we proceed as follows. In 
correspondence with (2.5) we separate the initial equa
tions (2.1) to (2.3) into two systems of equations respec
tively for the induced and noise parts. For a generation 
region corresponding to excesses over threshold that 
are not too small, we may leave out terms containing the 
noise part of the field E in the equations for the func
tions D(n), R(n), and p(n), i.e., there remain only terms 
with the average field. Near threshold terms containing 
the field may generally be left out, because of the small
ness of the total field. 

Because of the linearity of the initial equations with 
respect to the functions P, D, and R, the equations for 
the functions D(i) + D 101 , R(i) + R <01 , and P(i) coincide 
with the initial equations. The equations for D(n), R(n), 
and p(n) also coincide in form with the initial ones, if we 
set D<0 > and R<0 > equal to zero in them. 

Using the equations for D(n), R(n), and p(n) it is 
possible to express the space-time spectral function 
(P2 (v)) (n)k in terms of the space-time spectral density 

w, 
of the fluctuations of polarization at the same time 

(p2(v) )1,n) = 2;- ~ (P2(v) )~~ 1, dw. 

As a result of calculations for the regime of traveling 
waves we obtain the following expression 

f1= Yab [( 11- ~:: t + 1+aEo2]- (3.4) 

The corresponding expression for standing waves has 
the form 

"' (n) 4 {[ ( k0v )2] "'-J(P2 (v))ro~±ko=-r;; 1+112 + y;;;. 
± 

' aE2) aEc?-} 1 x(t+-0
- +·-- (P2 (v))~~, 

. 8 4 
(3.5) 

aE£!- [ ( k0v )2 ]} +-2- 112+ -y-;;,- + 1 Yul>· 

Thus we see that the problem of determining the 
spectral density of polarization noise reduces in the 
final analysis to a determination of the spatial correla
tion. The equations for these correlation functions con
tain as sources terms which are determined by the 
induced part R, i.e., by the average values of the popu
lation of the levels. Because of this it is possible to ex
press the function (P2 (v)) (n), and consequently the de-

ko 
sired polarization noise intensity, in terms of the aver
age values of the populations Pa, Pb· However, since 
the initial equations for the elements of the density ma
trix are themselves semi-phenomenological, then in the 
framework of this theory it is most natural to determine 
the spatial correlation of the elements of the density 
matrix from the expression 

• ' llnn'llmm•ll ( v - v') 
(bPnm(v)llpn'm•(V ))k = 2n (Pn + Pm)· (3.6) 

This determination corresponds to the supposition that 
the dependence of the spatial correlation on field is only 
through the field dependence of the function Pn + Pm 

= R(i) + R<0 >. Thus the question of the subsequent deter
mination of the simultaneous correlation function re
mains open here. 

From (3.6) we have 

e•nJr b1• e2 Jr 0 J2n 
(P2(v))<m = a (bpab•(v))k = --"--{R(H) (v) + R1°1(v)]. 

k 3 6 (3.7) 

In order to find an explicit expression fo_r the polariza
tion noise, it is necessary to express R(l) via the 
parameters D<0 1, aE~ and to integrate over velocity. For 
traveling waves 

(3.8) 

and for standing waves 

Rlil = _ Yb- Ya c:_Eo2 Yab [1 ±r..±_(kov/yab)2] D(OI (3.9) 
Yb +Ya 2 fa 

Integrating (3.4) and (3.5) over the velocities and sub
stituting the expressions obtained into (3.1) and (3.2) we 
obtain, using (3.3), an expression for the noise intensity 
Nw: 

[ Yb- Ya J} X Z---j,{aEo2,11) , 
Yb +va 

(3.10) 
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where 

z = R(O)/fl(O) == (pdO) + p~O))/(p~)- p~O) ). 

For traveling waves 

/! = 1 + aE,J/2, (3 .11) 

For standing waves 

Here f and Fare determined from (2.11). For aE~ « 1, 

(3 .13) 

for aE~ » 1, 

ft = aEo2 I 8, /2 = 1/z. (3 .14) 

In the zeroth approximation with respect to aE~ the 
expressions for Nw in the regimes of traveling and 
standing waves agree. In the first approximation with 
respect to aE~, a dependence on the detuning J1. appears 
in the formula for the standing wave. 

In Eq. (3.10) for the noise intensity, the field depen
dence appears not only explicitly, but also through the 
parameters ~wr and Z. In order to establish this de
pendence, it is necessary to concretize the means of 
varying the field amplitude. The field may be changed 
by changing either the pumping or the resonator losses. 
The latter means was used in the experiments of Za'i.tsev 
and StepanovY1 It is not possible to determine the 
character of the variation of the parameter Z with a 
variation in pumping in the framework of the initial 
equations. It is possible only to assume that Z dimin
ishes with increasing aE~. Actually, from the excitation 
conditions for the laser it follows that in the stationary 
regime (see Eq. (2.6)) we have p(0 >- p(0 > 

a b 
= Dth>r- 1(1 + Ft1 • Here Dt~ is the threshold value of the 
population difference. Let us consider two cases: 

(1) The sum of the populations is constant, i.e., 
p~> + p~> = canst. (two-level model). Thus 

Z = const f(j F 
fl(O) .+ ). 

th 

(3 .15) 

(2) The population of the lower level is independent 
of the field, i.e., pb0 > = canst. Then 

2 Ql) 

Z= 1 +~/(1 +F). fl(O) (3 .16) 
th 

It is easy to see that the function f(1 + F) always decrea
ses with increasing field, and consequently so does the 
parameter Z in both cases. 

It is just this second assumption that is made in a 
number of papers. For example, Willis r141 and Lamb 
~nd Scullyr151 set pb0 > = 0, i.e., Z = 1. This assumption 
1s the most natural only for sufficiently high values of 
the field, when there is already saturation. However, 
saturation was not really taken into account inl14• 15 l and 
in the other papers. 

Since in the experimental papersr3 ' 5 ' 61 the field was 
varied by varying the resonator losses, we shall con
sider this particular case in more detail. 

The dependence of the field on ~wr is determined 
from Eq. (2.15). Substituting (2.15) into (3.10), we ob
tain the explicit dependence of noise intensity on field. 
Analysis of this dependence shows that in weak field the 
noise intensity decreases with increasing field and is 
proportional to the field in strong field, i.e., 

Nro= 4nnd{n+__1:_+~Z-(n+~+__1:_ yb-Ya ')a~ aE02}, 
V 2 2 2 2 Yb + Ya t, 

aEo2 <; 1, 

nndf?> ( 1 Yb - Ya ) --Nw=---- Z----- V~aE02, aE02;»1. (3.17) 
21"2 V 2 Yb +Ya 

Here a = 1, {3 = 2 for traveling waves, a = (JJ. 2 + 2)/2(J1. 2 

+ 1), {3 = 1 for the standing wave case. 
If the power changes due to the pump with a constant 

value of ~wr, then in a large field Nw is determined 
from 

(3 .18) 

In concluding this section, we remark that the ex
pression for the noise intensity in zero field agrees with 
the results of other authors to within a numerical factor. 

4. AMPLITUDE FLUCTUATIONS 

For excesses over threshold that are not too small 
(this condition will be made more exact below), Eqs. 
(2.6) and (2.7) can be linearized and the correlation ap
prox~ation used to calculate the fluctuations. Setting 
Eo= Eo +oE, cp = C{Jo +Ocp and expanding over oE, ocp, 
we obtain 

d{jE wod , r _ 
dt = T {faE,'J2(1 +F)+ fFaF:,';2} aE,2f,E + w0£1 (t), (4.1) 

dl!q; wod , _ IJE £2(t) 
-dt =-2 ·rt {faE,';z(1-F)-fFaEo'J2}aEo2-_:,-+uJo---. (4.2) 

Eo Eo 

Here Eo is the amplitude of the stationary oscillations 
without noise. 

We introduce the parameter TJ, which will charac
terize the excess of pump power over threshold, and 
define it in the following way: 

4rraP 
11 = V ~w, == yP, 

where P is the power of the oscillation. With this defi
nition, we have TJ = aEV2 for the traveling wave 
(P = (~/81T)V~wr), and TJ = aE~/4 for the standing wave 
(P = (~/161T)V~wr)· 

It follows from (4.1) that the spectrum of amplitude 
fluctuations has the form 

(4.3) 

Here ~wa is the width of the spectrum and is equal to 
~Wr 2T) 

~Wa= 2 1+2TJ+2(f12+1)(1..:_a)[1+8(f12+1)(1-a)J2/(1+F)]. 
(4.4) 

It follows from (4.4) that for the standing wave 

Ll Llw r 2TJ f 
Wa = - 2- i + ZTJ Or ~~ <; 1, 

~w, 2TJ 
~w.=----- for f1;»1, f1;»1]. (4.5) 

2 2 +2TJ 
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From this it is seen that, depending on detuning, the 
width of the spectrum of amplitude fluctuations can 
change by a factor of two at small powers. This can 
perhaps explain the discrepancy between the experimen
tal data and those calculated in [GJ for 3.39- J.L waves. At 
higher powers, the dependence of ~wa on detuning is 
weaker. We remark that to develop the full dependence 
of the width of the spectrum of amplitude fluctuations on 
power (or 1)), it is necessary to eliminate ~wr from 
(4.4) and (4.5) by means of (2.15). Of course, this cannot 
be done if the experimental conditions are such that ~wr 
remains constant as the power is changed. 

Integrating (4.3) over frequency, we obtain an ex
pression for the mean square deviation of the field am
plitude: 

Using the asymptotic expressions for the noise intensity 
(3.17) we obtain from this in the two limiting cases: 

JV2 
(tJE2) = _o , 11~ 1; 

~11a 

211/iwo ( 1 Yb - Ya ) (6E•)=--. ~ Z----- 11, 
V , 2 'Vb + 'Va 

In (4.6) we have used the notation 

No = (N<•Jwoa /ad)'!,, 

where 

411/id { 1 1 } 
N<01=N"In~o=--- n+-+-Z. v 2 2 

is the noise intensity in zeroth approximation with 
respect to field. 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

Thus, considering that 1) = aE~/4, we obtain the fol
lowing expressions for the relative amplitude fluctua
tions: 

(6E2 > /lN = No2 /4112, 11 ~ 1; 

(oE•)/Eo'= ~liwo~a ( Z _ _1:_!"~=~) 
2V \ 2 Vb + 'Va 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

We remark that Eqs. (4.7) and (4.11) remain valid also 
when the power is changed by the pump, if we set Z = 1 
in them. Equations (4.6) and (4.10), on the other hand, 
are independent of the means of changing the power. 

It follows from (4.10) that the above linearization 
method is applicable under the condition No« 211 (cal
culation shows that No<< 1). For small values of the 
excess, we can make use of the method of the Fokker
Planck equation to calculate the amplitude and phase 
fluctuations. For this, we at once setaE~« 1 in Eq. 
(2.6). Then this equation can be written 

dEo wod ( 1 \ 
dt= Ta 11- 4 ~aEo2jEo+ wo£t(1). 

The corresponding Fokker- Planck equation for the 
probability density of the amplitude (see [19 ' 20 l) is 

iJw 6 {f wod ( 1 ) -=-·- -·a n--AaEu2 Eo+ 
iJt iiEo L 2 ., 4 1> 

(£12)"' 1, 02 iJ2w 
+ --2-- fiE~·-. ( 4 .12) 

One needs the nonstationary solution to Eq. (4.12) to 
calculate the spectrum of fluctuations. However, we 
give here only the stationary solution, which is suffi-

cient for determining the moments of the distribution. 
It has the form (seeu9 ' 20 l) 

From this we find the moments 

(Eo') = 411 { 1 + 1/ ~ No [ 1 + f{l (-+-)]-' exp (- ;~)}. ~a V n 11 1\ o 2N o2 

Here Dv(z) is the function of a parabolical cylinder. 
We consider two limiting cases: 
(1) No« 11 « 1 (correlation approximation valid). 

Here 

(Eo>""=' 21'11/~a(1-No2 /8112), <Eo2>= (411/~a)[1 
+ o(exp(-112 /2No2))]. 

Consequently, (6E2 ) = NU!3a77, which agrees with (4.6), 
which was calculated by the correlation approximation. 

(2) 11 « N. Then 

<Eo>= 2(811')'i·yNoft-rV~- I"('/•) )_11_] 
f('/•) ~a L \ 11 4rr N0 ' 

(Eo2) ~ 4 V-~J\To +4_'1-(t-~), 
11 Jla ~a rr 

(4.14) 

whence 

""' 0,16- 0,05 _11_. 
No 

(4.14') 

It is interesting that the relative dispersion of the 
amplitude as 11/No- 0 tends to a definite finite limit 
that is independent of the magnitude of noise and equals 
approximately 0.16. A typical graph of the dependence 
of the relative dispersion of the amplitude on the ratio 
of excess to noise is given in Fig. 1 by the solid line. 
The dashed lines show the asymptotes represented by 
(4.11) and (4.14'). 

Finally, we write the distribution for the number of 
photons nph = {3E~V /161Tnwo, which follows directly from 
Eq. (4.13): 

w(nph)=~/2 4111iwoa [1+<D(_'l_)J-' exp{-('"ph-no)'}. (4.15) 
IV n VN0 N0 2a2 

Here 

v { 1 1 } a2 = n+-+-Z ; 
4n aliw0a 2 2 

no=--1]-V. 
4rrliwoa 

(4.16) 

It is interesting to note that the difference in the distri
butions w for the standing wave and traveling wave 
regimes appears only through the parameter a, which 
depends on the detuning !J.· When J1. = 0, we have a = 1, 
and the distribution w is the same for both regimes. 

Let us compare these results with those 
of[9 ' 11 ' 12 ' 14 ' 15 l. Haken,[ 9 J Risken,[ 12 l and Lax[lll give 
distributions that agree in form with (4.13). However, 
the expressions for the parameters of the distribution 
in these papers either are not calculated or do not take 
into account the dependence of the noise intensity on de
tuning. [9 J These papers also do not give explicit ex-
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pressions for the moments of the distribution. Willis [14J 
obtained an expression for w(nph) which agrees with 
(4.15) as far as its dependence on nph is concerned, but 
the values of the parameters a2 and no differ from 
(4.16). In addition, the normalization of the distribution 
w(nph) is carried out incorrectly in [14J (without taking 
into account that nph can only be positive). The distri
bution for w(nph) was also considered by Lamb and 
Scully[ 1sJ; however, the model they chose to use does 
not correspond completely with ours, and hence eom
parison of the parameters of the distribution is made 
difficult. Finally, we note that in these papers no con
crete results are given for the case of large fields, 
when saturation exists. 

5. AMPLITUDE FLUCTUATIONS IN A RING LASER 

In an analogous fashion it is possible to carry out a 
calculation of the amplitude fluctuations in a ring laser. 
One of the essential differences in this case is that the 
amplitudes of the opposite waves are in general differ
ent. It is natural to expect that the intensities of the 
opposite waves are correlated between fluctuations. 
This was found experimentally by Za'itsev.Pl 

We present here the results of a calculation of the 
correlation coefficient for the intensities of the opposite 
waves, which we define in the following way: 

(( ll (E,2 ) + 6 (E,2) ) 2)ro- ( ( 6 (E,2) -6 (Ez') } 2)ro 

p, = ((6(E1') + 6 (E22 ) ) 2)., + ( (6(E12}- 8(E22) )2)ro 
(5.1) 

Here o (E 2 ) is the intensity fluctuation. Assuming small 
field, we obtain the following expression for Pw: 

1 + ~t2 (~w) 2 
Pro- -2 "~y/ku, (52) 

- 1+(1+~t2 ) 2 w2 +(t>w) 2 ' ,.,"""""" • 

t>w = Wo1J,]'1_:±-_(_1_+ ~t2 } 2 (5.3) 
Q 2 + ~t' 

Equations (5.2) and (5.3) are valid in the absence of 
correlation between sources of noise in the equations for 
the intensities of the opposite waves. In the presence of 
correlation of noise, there appear in Eq. (5.2) additional 
terms, which, as w - oo, make Pw tend, not to zero, as 
it does in (5.2), but to the correlation coefficient between 
the noise sources. 

The function Pw was measured by Za'itsevYJ The 
frequency dependence of the correlation coefficient he 
observed agrees with that given by (5.2). Let us con
sider Pw as a function of the detuning 11- when w = 0. It 
follows from (5.2) that as 11- increases the quantity I Pol 

monotonically falls from 1 to 0. When 11- ~ 1, we obtain 
/pol ~ 0.8; but if 1J. » 1, then /pol ~ 1/iJ. 2• Unfortu
nately, the dependence of Po on 11- was not investigated 
• [3 J 
ln . 

6. PHASE FLUCTUATIONS. LINE WIDTH. 

We now consider phase fluctuations. It follows from 
Eq. (2.7) that for arbitrary noise intensity and for suffi
ciently small values of the amplitude the condition for 
gradual change of phase no longer applies. Such a struc
ture for the equation for phase makes the mean square 
value of the phase accumulation ((cp(t + r)- cp(t))2 ) pro
portional to the quantity (1/E 2 ), which is determined 
from the divergence integral. In[ 19l the quantity (1/E 2 ) 

is replaced by the finite value of 1/(E2 ). Of course, 
such a procedure has no foundation, particularly near 
threshold. However, it evidently makes it possible to 
describe the phase fluctuations qualitatively even at 
small excesses. This conclusion is based on the fact 
that the result depends weakly on the means of regular
izing the divergence integral. For example, it is easy 
to show that replacing (1/E 2 ) by (1/E) 2 gives very 
nearly the same result. 

Proceeding in this fashion, we obtain from (2.7) the 
well-known results [19' 20J for the traveling wave. In par
ticular, the phase buildup after a sufficiently long time 
equals 

(6.1) 

If 11 » No, then 
wo2V~wr 

D = 16nP Nw(P). (6.2) 

And if TJ «No, then, using (4.14), we obtain 

D= Nawod[1-v~~1-~)"ll__]. (6.3) 
4"f2/n 2 \ n No 

For the standing wave, beeause of the dependence of 
the equations for amplitude and phase, the phase diffu
sion coefficient is, for 11 >> No 

_ w;Vt>wr[ 1 2 ( F-2nf2 )'] 
D- 16nP +~t 1+F+4~t'f2 Nro(P); {6.4) 

for T} «No 

[ V l"t ( 2 ) v2 ~t' ( 2 sy; -)] 1] } 
- 2 1--;;-- n. (~t'+2)2 1-;---+r,e.)~)-12 N,~. 

(6.5) 

Using (6.2), (6.4), (3.17), and (2.15), we write an explicit 
expression for D as a function of power for N0 << TJ << 1 
and for 11 » 1: 

D - I ftwo'd' [ 1 + 1 - a l{ -+ ~ + ~ z 
- 4P a(~t2 +2)J n 2 2 

( 1 1 1 Yb - Ya) SnaP } 
-a, n+-+-Z+---- -- No<1J<~1; (,6.6) 

\ 2 4 4 Yb + Ya V Wod ' 

D = flwo3d' "( Z _ ~ Yb - Ya ) "~ 1. 
32P P 2 Yb+Ya ·' ·o/"' ( 6·7) 

It follows from (6.6) and (6.7) that in the region No<-< 11 
<< 1, the quantity D decreases with increasing power 
faster than 1/P, and when TJ >> 1, as 1/P. 
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It is interesting that the character of the variation of 
D at high powers depends significantly on the experi
mental conditions. In fact, upon a change of power due 
to the pump with unchanged t.wr, we obtain the following 
expression forD from (6.2), (6.4), and (3.18): 

D nfiffio!iw,a 3ya + Yb 
= ll ' 8V Ya+Yt 

(6.8) 

Thus, in this case the phase diffusion coefficient tends 
to a constant value with increasing power. 

In the usual way (seer19' 20 l) we obtain for the field 
spectrum in the laser 

D 
(Ez)., =(Eo)' (Cilo- Cil)z + nz 

+ _!__ (I5E)2 2D + t1Cila . 

2 (Cilo- Cil) 2 + (2D + 1'1ffia) 2/4 

(6.9) 
The first term here is determined by the fluctuations 
of the phase accumulation and is a narrow line with half
width AWph = D and intensity (E 0 ) 2 /2; the second term 
is determined by the amplitude fluctuations and has half
width t.w A = D + t.wa/2. The intensity of the second 
term is small and equals (o E 2 ) /2. Since at any excess 
we have (oE 2 ) < (E 0 ) 2 , the total width of the spectral 
line of emission is determined by the width of the phase 
fluctuations, i.e., AWph. 

Note that in the experimental papers an expression 
for the spectral density of the frequency fluctuations W v 
is used instead of t.wph· These two quantities are con
nected by the relation 

Thus, the formulas we have given for D determine 
the width of the line due to phase fluctuations. Let us 
first compare these results with Eq. (1.1). To do this, 
we rewrite (6.6) in the zeroth approximation with respect 
to field: 

fiffiQ(l1Cilp) 2 [_ 1 1 p~0)+p~0) ]·( i-a ) 
D= n+-+- 1+----

4P 2 2 p~l-p~l a(~!2 +2) '' 
No~ 1'] ~ 1. (6.10) 

Here we have substituted in the value of Z and taken 
into account that when 1) << 1 we have w0d = t.wr. It 
follows from (6.10) that Eq. (1.1) does not take into ac
count the dependence on detuning for the standing wave 
regime even in the zeroth approximation with respect 
to 1) (for 1) » No). 

We now compare our results with experiment. Fig
ure 2 shows three curves: curve 1 is drawn from the 
experimental data of Za'itsev and Stepanov,l5 l curve 2 
is constructed from the theoretical data ofr5 J, 1> curve 3 
is the hyperbola that results from (6.7) for high powers. 
The parameter of the hyperbola was chosen so as to 
superpose it on the experimental point at the highest 
value of the power. It is seen from these curves that at 
the lowest values of P, there is a deviation from the 
hyperbolic dependence of just the character predicted 
by (6.4). The insufficiency of experimental data, par
ticularly in the region of low powers (for 1J « 1) does 
not permit us to determine the necessary parameters 
and construct the theoretical curve for all values of 
power. 

!)Unfortunately, the authors of [5 ] do not indicate how they ob
tained the results of the theory based on the formula they give for AWph. 

If• 
IJ.5 

8.'1 t 
J 

{/,3 

{/,Z 

0,5 r,o mol~ 

FIG. 2 

In conclusion, we estimate the limiting value of the 
line width near the threshold of excitation. Setting 1J = 0, 
J.L = 0 in (6.5) and using (4.6), (4.8), and (4.9), we obtain 

::7 ~= 2 ;2 [ ~ Uloa( n + -~- + ; z) r 
From a comparison of the theoretical and experimental 
data at relatively high powers, we can estimate Z, 
which turns out to be of the order of 4 to 10. Setting 
Ya f::l Yb f::j Yab ~ 108 see-r, wo f::l 3 x 1015 sec- 1 , we find 
a~ 102 (in CGSE units) and t.wph/t.wr ~ 10-•, i.e., when 
t.vr = 107 Hz, A!lph ~ 1 kHz. These estimates agree 
with the experimental data ofr•J. 

The results of this paper were discussed with I. L. 
Bershte1n, I. A. Andronova, and Yu. I. Za'itsev. We take 
this opportunity to thank them. 

Note added in proof (December 2, 1968).- It is of interest to deter
mine the magnitudes of the coefficients of the diffusion of phase D of 
each of the opposite waves and of the diffusion of phase difference Dq,. 
These coefficients characterize the spectral density of the fluctuactions 
in the frequency of each of the waves and in the difference between the 
frequencies of the opposite waves: 

Wo'N• { 1'-2 fi(l1 2 + 1)' + 1] [ 1'-2 Y2 ]-'} Y 
D--- 1+ ----- It;,-

- 2 (E02) (J.t' + 1) 3 (J.t2 + 2) ~t' + 1 (ku) 2 ' ~ ku' 

From this it is seen that the magnitude of D increases without limit as the 
stability boundary is approached (see (17 ] ), when J1 = "Yiku. But the magni
tude of Dq, is finite at all values. 
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